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Optical control of atomic interactions in quantum gases is a long-sought goal of cold atom research.
Previous experiments have been hindered by rapid decay of the quantum gas and parasitic deformation of
the trap potential. We develop and implement a generic scheme for optical control of Feshbach resonances
which yields long quantum gas lifetimes and a negligible parasitic dipole force. We show that fast and local
control of interactions leads to intriguing quantum dynamics in new regimes, highlighted by the formation
of van der Waals molecules and localized collapse of a Bose condensate.
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Spatiotemporal control of interactions should bring a
plethora of new quantum-mechanical phenomena into the
realm of ultracold atom research. Temporal modulation
of interactions is theoretically proposed as a route for
creating anyonic statistics in optical lattices [1,2] as well as
new types of quantum liquids [3,4] and excitations [5–7].
Spatial modulation should grant access to unusual soliton
behavior [8,9], controlled interfaces between quantum
phases [10], stable nonlinear Bloch oscillations [11], and
even the dynamics of acoustic black holes [12]. The
conventional technique for controlling interactions in cold
atoms, magnetic Feshbach resonance [13,14], is typically
insufficient for these applications because magnetic coils
are generally too large for very fast or local modulation.
A promising alternative is optical control of Feshbach

resonances (OFR), with which high speed, spatially resolved
control of interactions can be realized. Efforts toward
achieving OFR in quantum gases have made significant
progress [15–28] but have encountered two major obstacles.
First, in previous experiments OFR has limited the quantum
gas lifetime to the millisecond time scale [24,26,27] due to
optical excitation to molecular states. Short lifetimes forbid
studies of quantum gases in equilibrium or after typical
dynamical time scales. Second, the change of interaction
strength from OFR is often accompanied by an optical
potential. This potential can result in a parasitic dipole force
which dominates the dynamics when the interactions are
spatially modulated [21].
In this Letter we propose and implement a scheme for

optically controlling interactions while maintaining a long
quantum gas lifetime and negligible parasitic dipole force.
With a far-detuned laser, a change of the scattering length
a, which determines the interaction strength, by 180 Bohr
radii (a0) is only coupled with a slow radiative loss of
1.6 s−1. This loss rate is sufficiently low to allow the BEC
to remain in equilibrium. Furthermore, the laser operates at
a magic wavelength to eliminate the atomic dipole poten-
tial. We apply OFR to test the response of Bose-Einstein

condensates (BECs) to rapid oscillation of interactions
down to the time scale of 10 ns, reaching beyond the van
der Waals energy scale. Moreover, by spatially modulating
the interaction strength we observe the intriguing dyna-
mics brought on by localized collapse of the condensate,
including the transient formation of solitons.
We optically control Feshbach resonances by using a far-

detuned laser to light shift molecular states near the atomic
scattering threshold (Fig. 1). The large detuning from all
atomic and molecular transitions offers low heating and
loss rates for the quantum gas. For a laser with intensity I,
the total light shifts of atoms (subscript a) and molecules
(subscript m) are given by [29]

δEa ¼ ðαa þ βaμaÞI;
δEm ¼ ðαm þ βmμmÞI;

where α is the scalar polarizability and the vector polar-
izability βμ depends on the magnetic moment μ. The
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FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of optical control of Feshbach
resonances. A Feshbach resonance occurs when a laser (yellow)
brings a molecular energy level (blue surface) close to the atomic
scattering threshold (red surface). Here, the atom-molecule
coupling makes atomic interactions more attractive at higher
laser intensity. When operating at the magic wavelength, the
beam does not shift the energy of single atoms (see text).
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polarizabilities can be calculated based on the laser detun-
ing and the polarization-dependent dipole matrix elements
of the transitions to the excited states [30]. Since our target
molecular states are very weakly bound, they have similar
polarizability to free atoms: αm ≈ 2αa and βm ≈ βa ≡ β.
Assuming the molecular and atomic magnetic moments
differ μm ≠ 2μa, the vector light shift can bring the
molecular states closer to the scattering state, inducing a
resonant atom-molecule coupling. Optical shifts of a
magnetic Feshbach resonance have been observed using
specific bound-to-bound transitions [25–28] and recently
using a far-detuned laser [38]. Since our scheme does not
rely on proximity to any atomic or molecular transitions,
the lifetime is only limited by the one-body off-resonant
scattering rate. Moreover, we choose a magic wavelength
λM to eliminate the dipole force on the atoms (δEa ¼ 0)
[39], such that only the molecular shift

δEm ≈ βðμm − 2μaÞI ð1Þ

remains (Fig. 1). Under these conditions the laser can
change the scattering length without creating parasitic
dipole forces. This scheme can be implemented in atomic
species with a magnetic Feshbach resonance and a magic
wavelength far-detuned from electronic transitions [30].
We implement this scheme for OFR using BECs of

cesium atoms. Our experiment starts with precooled atoms
loaded into a crossed dipole trap, where the atoms are
further cooled by forced evaporation [40]. After cooling

at magnetic field B ¼ 24 G for 5 seconds, we quickly
switch the field near the Feshbach resonance at 47.8 G [41],
where the evaporation continues at a scattering length
of a ¼ 300 a0 for one second and yields an almost
pure condensate with N ¼ 104 atoms. At this point, the
trap frequencies are ðωx;ωy;ωzÞ ¼ 2π × ð12; 30; 70Þ Hz
and the peak density is 2 × 1013 cm−3. Use of this narrow
Feshbach resonance, which has a width of 160 mG,
increases the sensitivity of the scattering length to the
vector light shift, allowing a given change in scattering
length to be achieved with lower laser intensity and
therefore longer lifetime for the quantum gas.
For cesium atoms one possible magic wavelength is

869.7 nm with a σþ polarized laser, which is far-detuned
from atomic transitions but maintains a large vector polar-
izability [Fig. 2(a)]. To confirm the magic wavelength
experimentally, we measure the atomic polarizability at
different wavelengths. To do so we displace the OFR beam
from the center of the BEC and measure the change in the
center of mass position of the condensate [30]. At the magic
wavelength, the beam does not move the condensate.
We find the magic wavelength to be λM ¼ 869.73ð2Þ nm
[Fig. 2(b)]. At the intensity I ¼ 225 W=cm2 used for most
of this work, we estimate that the residual dipole potential
kB × 1 nK is negligible compared to our typical chemical
potential of kB × 10 nK, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant. With uniform exposure to this intensity, the loss
induced by OFR is well explained by a one-body decay
with a time constant of 0.63(2) s [Fig. 2(c)]. We compare
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FIG. 2 (color online). Stable optical control of scattering length at a magic wavelength λM. (a) Theoretical polarizability of Cs atoms in
the absolute ground state for σþ polarization [30]. The star marks the magic wavelength where polarizability is zero. (b) Measured
polarizability (circle). A linear fit yields λM ¼ 869.73ð2Þ nm (star). (c) Number of condensed atoms remaining over time with (circle)
and without (square) exposure to OFR at a magnetic field of 48.19 G. We fit the decay dynamics (solid curves) and find that OFR
exposure adds a one-body loss process with a time constant of 0.63(2) s [30] at intensity I ¼ 225 W=cm2. (d) Scattering length a
determined from the free expansion of BECs with (circle) and without (square) exposure to the OFR laser. When the scattering length
becomes negative (a < 0) the condensate collapses (cross). The solid curves derive from a single fit to all a > 0 data using Eq. (2),
which yields Δ ¼ 157ð3Þ mG, B0 ¼ 47.766ð4Þ G, and βI ¼ −38ð1Þ mG. (e) In situ images of BECs at 47.97 G [dashed line in panel
(d)] after ramping on the intensity of the OFR laser over 200 ms. Each image is the average of 10 trials. All error bars show
standard error.
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this time constant to the best previous OFR result [26],
which is limited by two-body loss. After scaling their result
to the density of our gas and the same change in scattering
length, we find that our scheme provides more than an
order of magnitude improvement in the lifetime.
To precisely determine the change of scattering length,

we allow the BEC to freely expand with and without
exposure to the OFR laser and measure the size of the gas
after expansion [42,43]. During free expansion the inter-
action energy, which is proportional to a, is converted to
kinetic energy which we measure via the expanded cloud
size [30]. Figure 2(d) shows the shift of scattering length
induced by the laser near the 47.8 G Feshbach resonance.
We fit the scattering lengths with a theoretical model [14]

aðIÞ ¼ abg

�
1 −

Δ
BðIÞ − B0

�
; ð2Þ

where BðIÞ ¼ Bex þ βI is the effective magnetic field
including the contribution βI from OFR [Eq. (1)] and
the external field Bex, abg ≈ 950a0 is the background
scattering length at this Feshbach resonance [44], Δ is
the width of the resonance, and B0 is the resonance
position. The fit yields βI ¼ −38ð1Þ mG, sufficient to shift
from a ¼ 180a0 to zero.
The long lifetime of BECs exposed to the OFR laser

allows us to corroborate the change of scattering length
based on in situ measurements of the density profile. We
slowly ramp on the OFR beam to four different final
intensities over 200 ms and measure the resulting density
profiles [Fig. 2(e)]. Higher intensities of the OFR laser
shrink the BEC and increase its density, consistent with
weakening the repulsive interactions. A mean-field analysis
yields scattering lengths in excellent agreement with the
free expansion measurement [30].

The stability of this scheme enables us to explore
temporal and spatial control of interactions in a quantum
gas. We first perform interaction modulation spectroscopy
by recording the response of the BEC to an OFR beam with
oscillating intensity. We perform these experiments either
in the bulk, with the vertical trap frequency ωz increased to
2π × 470 Hz, or in a weak one-dimensional optical lattice
in the horizontal plane with spacing 532 nm and lattice
depth h × 9.28 kHz, in which the system remains a super-
fluid [45]. For this experiment only, we introduce the
optical lattice in order to test the consequences of modu-
lated interactions in a lattice gas, as discussed in many
theoretical proposals [1,2,7]. Combining the experiments in
both geometries, we observe a variety of resonance features
over a wide range of time scales, as shown in Fig. 3,
highlighting the versatility of this technique.
At lower frequencies we observe excitations in the trap

and in the optical lattice. The oscillating scattering length
drives parity-conserving transitions to the second excited
state in the vertical trap at 890(10) Hz and the second
excited band of the optical lattice at 8.18(2) kHz. This
demonstrates that the plentiful theoretical proposals [1–7]
which require rapid oscillation of scattering length in the
bulk or in the lattice are well within reach of our scheme.
At higher frequencies the oscillating intensity of the OFR

beam induces formation of molecules. We identify a broad
resonance at 133(7) kHz corresponding to a virtual molecu-
lar state embedded in the continuum, as well as narrow
resonances at 197(1) kHz and 11.649(2) MHz corresponding
to a weakly bound Feshbach molecular state and a
deeply bound van der Waals molecular state, respectively.
All observed resonance positions are in excellent agreement
with theoretical calculations [30]. These resonances provide
direct evidence that OFR can access interaction physics on
time scales as short as 10 ns.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Interaction modulation spectroscopy. The BEC at 47.976 G is exposed for a hold time t to the OFR laser, which
is intensity modulated at frequency ω=2π. We measure the number of condensed atoms remaining after exposure, normalized to the
off-resonant number, under three conditions: (open circle) t ¼ 100 ms with no optical lattice, (filled circle) t ¼ 20 ms with a one
dimensional optical lattice of depth h × 9.3 kHz, (open triangle) t ¼ 500 ms with no optical lattice. Resonances are observed at 0.89(1),
8.18(2), 133(7), 197(1), and 11 649(2) kHz, determined from fits (solid curve) to each resonance (Gaussian for 133 kHz, Lorentzian for
others). The illustrations indicate the nature of each resonance. The van der Waals energy scale is EvdW ¼ h × 2.7 MHz for Cs
molecules.
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Next, we demonstrate spatial modulation of the interaction
strength within a quantum gas. For this experiment we
employ an OFR beam which is small compared to the size
of the BEC, leading to a reduced scattering length only in the
center of the gas. After preparing the BECwe quickly turn on
theOFR beam and simultaneously change themagnetic field.
We study the subsequent dynamics of the sample by
measuring its in situ density profile over time (Fig. 4). For
example, when the interactions remain repulsive throughout
the condensate, we observe collective excitations for the
durationof the experiment [Fig. 4(a)]. For all images the small
distortion at the center of the gas results from the dipole
potential due to slightly nonuniform laser polarization [30].
Intriguing quantum dynamics occur when the inter-

actions become locally attractive. When the scattering

length is negative in a small region near the center of
the trap [Fig. 4(b)], we observe a brief period of transverse
compression followed by a rapid drop in central density
between 20 and 32 ms after the quench, signaling local
collapse of the condensate [illustrated in Fig. 4(d)]. A large
fraction of the sample survives at the edges for more
than 100 ms. With even stronger attractive interactions
[Fig. 4(c)], faster central collapse occurs after 8 ms.
Subsequently, the dense remnants at the edge of the sample
move toward the center of the trap [see white dashed lines
in Fig. 4(c)]. Beyond 32 ms only thermal gas survives,
indicating that the remnants have undergone further col-
lapse. This behavior is reminiscent of bright matter wave
solitons [46–48]; the remnants form at a small negative
scattering length but become unstable as they move toward
the center where the scattering length is more negative.
Further investigation into the nature of these remnants
provides an intriguing course for future work. Moreover,
the variety of behaviors observed in this experiment
establishes the richness of the quantum dynamics acces-
sible with space dependent interactions.
In conclusion, we implement a generic scheme for

optically controlling interactions in stable quantum gases.
This scheme overcomes the key challenges encountered
by past approaches to OFR. Fast and local control of
interactions in a quantum gas enables studies of quantum
dynamics in new regimes and has great potential in the
fields of quantum simulation and engineering, opening a
new frontier of interaction-driven quantum phenomena.
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